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Loepfe Pre-ITMA Asia 2023 news (Zurich, October, 2023) 

 

LOEPFE ONE STEP AHEAD  
ITMA ASIA 2023 

Loepfe has redefined the landscape in textile manufacturing with cutting-edge sensor solutions. For 
decades, Loepfe has been a pioneer in the development of sensor technology, helping their 
customers stay one step ahead with their products. 
 
At ITMA Asia 2023, Loepfe is taking a new approach and inviting visitors to witness firsthand the 
remarkable advantages Loepfe users experience with its cutting-edge sensor technology. Profitable, 
efficient, and easy with a high-quality output - that is what Loepfe stands for.  
 
Clever yarn clearing 
 
Loepfe focuses on the needs of producers and turns quality control into profitability through 
groundbreaking technology and clever software. Loepfe will showcase its market leading YarnMaster® 
PRISMA and YarnMaster® ZENIT+ technologies, both of which lead in technology, performance, and 
proven reliability for all applications in winding. 
 
A special highlight at ITMA will be the PRISMA Autoclearing functions, which provide the perfect 
solution for ease of use in yarn clearing. PRISMA Autoclearing offers the most effortless yarn clearing 
experience on the market. Visitors can also test the full range of functions of the associated 
MillMaster® TOP data system, including trend analysis, planning boards for winding machine 
scheduling, clearer-assistant for cut forecasts, and more. 
 
In the open-end sector, Loepfe will present our world renowned and well proven YarnMaster® EOS. 
This rotor yarn clearer is known for meeting the spinner’s requirement for consistent yarn quality and 
maximum machine efficiency. 
 
Loepfe's offerings extend beyond the spinning sector, including the WeftMaster® CUT-iT for thermal 
fabric cutting and the all-rounder sensor WeftMaster® FALCON-i. The FALCON-i is known for zero-
defect manufacturing, regardless of color, conductive materials, monofilament, or multifilament yarns. 
 
Market advantages through experience 
 
Loepfe excels in developing top-notch and clever textile quality control systems, thanks to its detailed 
knowledge of market demands and application challenges. Don't miss the opportunity to visit us at 
ITMA Asia in Hall 7, Booth C32. Come and have a discussion with us about your requirements, and 
we'll be glad to assist you. 


